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Abstract— The main purpose of this paper is to support the 

blind and visually impaired people and help in their day-to-

day use. Through this paper, we are trying to make such a 

scenario possible for blind and visually impaired user, by 

creating an android based application which implements the 

concept of text to speech. Android mobile may contain large 

amount of important data such as messages, contact, 

applications, music etc. With the help of this application a 

blind user can handle the android device with the help of the 

text to speech function, it will be of great help and use to 

them. Our aim is to provide the user interface for the user 

that guides the blind person how to operate the android 

device in right direction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This project is based on android platform, it is created for 

visually impaired people & blind people. It helps the person 

to control the android device with help of voice generated 

on touch.  

With the advancement of technology, Blind user 

need a application which helps to track the user what they 

are trying to do is correct. Blind people can touch the screen 

of the mobile which will give voice as output, a person will 

come to know which application he has opened and hence 

can use the Touch based mobile phones. 

In this project we are using text-to-speech 

conversion system, text-to-speech function converts selected 

module or segment into speech.  The visually impaired & 

blind people need some voice helps to guide them, the 

proposed system converts the touch & generates the voice to 

guide the person what he is touching. 

Accessible Android Application for Blind uses a 

multi-model interface that uses touch sensory inputs to 

generate voice. 

 
  Fig. 1: Data Flow of the project. 

II. TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY 

The application was initially designed and research was 

conducted to observe the behaviour of blind users so that 

while implementing it, voice will be generated by 

application and the end result would be satisfactory and 

helpful. Coding has been carried out in such a way that the 

correct results would be reflected on the screen, after 

touching on the screen.  

Development of the application has been done 

using the Android Framework by following the Text-To-

Speech Technology. The Overall development of the 

application was undertaken using Android IDE : Android 

Studio and Java programming language.  

MODEL: We have used waterfall model. It has five 

stages in it:  Requirement, Design, Coding, Testing, and 

Maintenance. 

 
Fig. 3: Different phases of the Model 

1) Requirement Phase: Basic requirement are gathered 

during the planning stage.  

2) Design Phase: Front end and Back end is decided.  

3) Engineering Phase: In this phase software is developed 

and testing is also done. 

4) Evaluation Phase: This phase allows customer to 

evaluate the output of the project. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

In proposed application basic and important functions was 

tried to implement. The following are details which describe 

how the project will implement and result will display to the 

end-user: 

A. Main Menu 

When user launched application main menu screen will 

appeared. Main menu screen contains eight sub-modules. 

They are as following:   
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B. Message Menu 

Message Menu contains inbox, sent, compose. In inbox 

menu the application reads how many messages are there 

present in inbox. User can select each and every message 

and with the help of text to speech system, application will 

generate voice and read following message. Sent box 

contains sent messages of user. In compose message user 

can compose a new message and send to any contact. 

C. Contact Menu 

Contact Menu contains contacts present in android device 

and user can create new contact using create contact 

module. 

D. Calls Menu 

Call Menu contains call logs of device, user can make a new 

call using Make a call module, user can also delete call logs. 

E. Music Player Menu 

Music menu contains all music file present in device 

according to artist name. User can select any artist name and 

can play the song of following artist. Users can also increase 

and decrease volume of song. 

F. Voice Recorder 

Voice Recorder menu contains list of voice recorder and 

user can create new voice record. 

G. Application Menu 

Application Menu contains list of application present in 

device, user can launch any application using this project. 

H. Setting Menu 

We are tried to implement all important settings which user 

need to operate android device. With the help of Setting 

menu user can change reading speed value, screen time out, 

alarm tone, notify tone, call tone, profile, wifi menu, 

Bluetooth menu, input mode.  

I. Status Menu 

Status Menu will describe the present status of android 

device, it will describe remaining battery level, Present time, 

date and day, connected Wi-Fi signal name etc. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper analyses, to guide blind people with voice on 

Android Mobiles.  This application is an innovative and cost 

effective system for blind people using an Android Phone. 

This application will remove the dependency of blind people 

over others. Blind people can now use Android Mobile 

Phones with ease. This project will also help normal user’s 

access Android phones with better interface.  
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